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Abstract

The Indian Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (IPHWR) are
horizontal pressure tube reactors using natural uranium oxide -'
fuel in the form of short (495 mm) clusters. The fuel
clusters in the Zr-Nb pressure tubes are cooled by high
pressure, high temperature and subcooled circulating heavy
water. Coolant flow distribution to individual channels is
designed to match the power distribution so as to obtain
uniform coolant outlet temperature. However, during
operation, the coolant outlet temperature in individual
channels deviate from their nominal value due to: tolerances
in process design; effects of grid frequency on the pump
speed; deviation in channel powers from the nominal values due
to on-power fuelling and movement of reactivity devices, and
so on. Thus an operating margin, between the highest
permissible and nominal coolant outlet temperatures, is
required taking into account various hot channel factors that
contribute to higher coolant outlet temperatures. The paper >
discusses the methodology adopted to assess various hot
channel factors which would provide optimum operating margins
while ensuring sub-cooling.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Indian Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors u t i l i z e
horizontal core having large number of parallel pressure tube
type of coolant/fuel channels . The coolant channels have
natural uranium dioxide fuel in the form of short fuel
bundles. The heavy water coolant is always kept under sub-
cooled state by maintaining adequate pressure. The sub-
cooling margin i . e . the difference between sa tu ra t ion



temperature and operating temperature is determined on the
basis of Hot Channel Factors (HCFs) applicable to any channel
that is expected to have maximum temperature. These HCFs
represent various causes which lead individual channels to
have higher outlet temperature compared to bulk coolant outlet
temperature. The sub-cooling margin has to be as low as
practicable to have maximum output from the core without
transgressing 'Design Limits' on Zr-Nb coolant channel.

2.0 MAIN COOLANT CIRCUIT

The reactor core of 500 MWe IPHWR consists of 392 Zr-Nb
coolant channels arranged in parallel between four sets of
reactor inlet header (RIH) and reactor outlet headers (ROH).
The channels are symmetrical about the vertical centre line of
the reactor end shields. The primary coolant main circuit is
divided into two independent, identical loops (Fig 1). Each
loop comprises feeders and coolant channels in parallel paths
identified as "internal circuit" and two primary coolant pumps
(PCPs) and two steam generators (SGs) arranged in series as
"external circuit". Each ROH (508 mm OD) is connected to SG
by two pipes from the top half. The bottom half is connected
to 98 outlet feeders. Similarly each RIH (457 mm OD) is
connected to PCP by two pipes and 98 inlet feeders. The SG
and PCP on each side are connected by a single pipe without
isolating valves or active flow control devices , thereby
making main circuit 'valve-less'.

3.0 POWER DISTRIBUTION

The power generated in each channel depends on its
location in the core and is affected by proximity of
reactivity control devices and other neutron absorbing
structural materials. The power distribution in the fuel
channels for a nominal equilibrium core has been determined
by reactor physics code 'TRIVENI'. However, in a time frame,
the channel power changes due to: fuel burn-up, movement of
reactivity control devices and due to 'ON-POWER' fuelling of
the channel or its neighbouring channels.

4.0 FLOW BALANCING CRITERIA

As stated earlier, the primary coolant in the main
circuit is always kept in sub-cooled condition and boiling is
not permitted under normal conditions of operation. This
condition has been imposed because the reactor power and



channel powers are derived from measurement of temperature
change (delta.T) across the channels, flow being constant and
any boiling would render delta-.T signal meaningless.
Further, in order to make maximum use of gross flow provided
by the external circuit, temperature rise across each
individual channel should be equal.

Thus, it is necessary to accurately determine the core
power distribution and hydraulically size the internal circuit
to provide closely matching flows to individual channels.
The flow distribution and balancing has been done using an
inhouse developed hydraulic programme, 'RUN'. The programme
utilizes actual characteristics of Primary Coolant Pump (PCP)
determined at manufacturers shop, experimentally determined
correlations for assessment of hydraulic resistances using
simulated channel with fuel bundle configurations and reliable
flow coefficients from published literature which have been
presented in detail in Ref.1. Inspite of all these
provisions, the temperature rise across each channel varies
due to reasons enumerated in subsequent section.

5.0 HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

Hot channel factor is defined as ratio of maximum
temperature rise across a coolant channel to the average
temperature rise across the core on gross basis. The factors
which are responsible for variation in temperature rise across
a channel from that across the core can be broadly classified
into three categories , viz.;

A) Factors emanating from changes in gross flow:

The gross flow in the main circuit can change due to:

i. Change in frequency or voltage of power supply to
coolant pumps (fe).

ii. Uncertainties in pressure loss and friction factor
correlations, piping geometry and tolerances (fc).

B) Factors due to mismatch between channel power and
Channel flow resulting from :

i. Departure from ideal flow matching with channel
power (f«)

ii. Change in design channel power due to reactivity
control device movements (fcr)



i i i . Departure from design channel power distribution
due to 'on-power1 fuelling(fcP)

iv. Departure from ideal heat removal across Steam

Generators (fsg)
v. Change in channel resistance due to sub-channel

local boiling (fsc)

C) Uncertainty in temperature measurement: These
effects are countered by providing margin on
temperature directly.

6.0 DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Factor A.(i)(fe):

PCP Motor Power Supply frequency and Voltage reduction
causes reduction in gross core flow. The effect is pronounced
in case of frequency reduction and is more relevant since
continuous operation at under frequency (48.5 Hz in place of
50 Hz) is within tolerance and needs to be accounted for
higher temperature rise across core. The voltage reduction
effects are not so much pronounced since the torque-speed
characteristic is very steep and corrective action prevents
any significant deviation. Initially this factor was assigned
a value of 1.03. The factor was subsequently neutralised to
1.0 as the reactor protection system initiates a 'set-back1

based on maximum channel outlet temperature and reactor power
gets adjusted.

6.2 Factor A(ii)(fc):

While calculating gross flow through the core, nominal
pipe dimensions are taken into consideration and empirical
correlations are used in calculation of system hydraulic
resistance which involve inherent uncertainties in flow
estimation. However, since the system handles only single
phase fluid, the uncertainty band is reduced and is largely
dictated by variance in PCP characteristics. Accordingly, the
factor was assigned a value of fc = 1.03. However, PCP
specifications were subsequently drawn with flow tolerance
range of +5% to -0% at rated head and were confirmed during
production testing of the PCPs, the factor was neutralised to
fc =1.00. The change in PCP flow with time, due to wear of
components and change in system resistance due to crud
desposition or corrosion/erosion and chemical cleaning/decon-
tamination are recognised but not provided for due to lack of
subtantive data.



6.3 Factor B(i) (f.) :

The flows in the individual channels are balanced as
closely as possible to the ideal d i s t r ibu t ion , using a
hydraulic programme. Hydraulic resistance of feeders is
accordigly varied by combination of different pipe sizes,
configuration and introduction of orifices in the inle t
feeders. However, from practical considerations such as
limitation in feeder configuration, maximum flow velocities,
number of orifices to be provided, uncertainties in exact
determination of loss coefficients etc., flows are balanced
within 3%. Numercial value of 1.03 has been assigned to this
coefficient.

6.4 Factor B(ii)(fCr) ;

If the hottest channel happens to be in the vicinity of
reactivity control devices eg. control rod, then its power
gets affected by movement of such devices. During normal
operation of reactor, such movements are rather small and
hence initially a value of fcr = 1.02 was assigned. However,
it was reasoned that this need not be arithmetically added to
the other factors in view of random distribution and the
factor was neutralised to fcr = 1.00.

6.5 Factor B(ii)(fCP):

This factor represents effects due to variation in
channel power and which are known to have maximum impact on
temperature rise. The channel power distribution predictions
are based on an ideal fuel burn-up pattern. Actual fuel burn
up pattern could be quite different from theoretical
predictions and the channel power itself undergoes changes due
to 'ON-POWER' fuelling of channels wherein not only the
fuelled channel undergoes power change, neighbouring channels
also get affected. At times it may be necessary to remove
defective fuel, or, urgent maintenance requirements of
fuelling system may interfere with fuelling schedules. Best
judgement from the experience of operating plants puts the
factor at fcP = 1.05.

6.6 Factor B(iv) (fsg ) :

The heat transferred by steam generators could be
different due to differences in steaming rates, feed water
supply, SG level control as also unequal heavy water flow and
non-uniform inlet temperature on account of lack of thorough



mixing in the long outlet headers. This would lead to higher
channel inlet temperatures and consequent increase in channel
outlet temperature. However, the steam production rate and
water level, settle down on a gross basis and may not lead to
temperature deviations. As such factor was neutralised to
fSB = 1.00

6.7 Factor B(v) (fsc) :

In case the turbulent mixing between sub channels in a
fuel bundle is insufficient, it is likely that coolant in the
hottest sub-channel may boil. This causes increase in flow
resistance of the channel and consequently flow of the
affected channel may reduce resulting in higher channel
temperature rise. However, detailed thermo-hydraulic sub-
channel analysis and experiments conducted have ruled out
possibility of any significant sub-channel boiling and
accordingly this factor is taken as fsc = 1.00.

6.8 Uncertainty in temperature measurement:

Temperature measurement inaccuracies are inherent and it
is necessary to provide margin to take care of the
inaccuracies and for a temperature measurement upto 325°C, a
provison of 1°C had been kept initially but was reduced to
0.5°C subsequently.

6.9 Limiting conditions for Operation and Operating Margin:

During power operation, transients are handled with
accompanying response delays. Even during such delayed
responses, it is necessary that the limiting conditions of
operation and safety limits are not transgressed before
corrective actions are effective and this requires margin on
operating temperature also . Thus total margin of 2° C is
provided for response delays (1°C) and operating margin (1°C)

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

From considerations as discussed above, overall
temperature margin of 10°C was initially proposed on channel
coolant outlet temperature for ensuring subcooled condition.
This was considered to be overly conservative, resulting in
either reduction of steam cycle pressure or higher design
coolant temperature requiring thicker coolant channel leading
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to loss in reactivity/fuel burn up. The original assessment
of margin, which was subsequently reduced to 6°C from various
consideratins described in the text is shown schemetically in
fig.2.

At full power, the bulk coolant outlet temperature is
fixed at 304°C with a [\T across the core as 44°C. With a
hot channel factor of 6°C, the reactor outlet header pressure
is controlled at 101 Kg/cm2 (g) corresponding to saturation
temperature of 310°C. In case of a primary coolant pump trip,
the pressure profile in the loop on either side of the core
does not remain symmetric. However, even under this
assymetrical condition a minimum subcooling margin of 2°C is
available which is considered adequate. The pressure control
scheme with relevant set points is depicted schemetically in
fig.3.

Critical heat flux ratio does not require consideration
in our case since the channel power will have to rise by a
factor of 1.9 for burn-out.
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PHT MRIN LIRCUIT (SCHEMATIC)
500 MWe INDinN PHWR
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5CHEMRTIC REPRE5ENTRTI0N OF HOT CHRNNEL FRCT0R5
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